This winter, register for

**KR 101A 4th Year Multimedia Korean**

**Course Offering in Winter 2017:**
Section **29360**
Tu Th 2:00-3:20pm in HIB 469

This new innovative course is intended for students who have studied Korean at college level for at least three years or possess equivalent competency. Students will read and watch a variety of Korean texts—written and visual—in order to improve their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. Students will also write, develop, and enact simple dialogue skits that will eventually be produced into short videos. A significant amount of course time will be devoted into writing, shooting, and editing videos. This course will offer students practical knowledge of both Korean and multimedia skills.

**Prerequisite:** KOREAN 3C or equivalent.

Questions? Contact Veronica Portal at [vportal@uci.edu](mailto:vportal@uci.edu)
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